Barnhart Hall Gov Meeting

Members Present:

• James West
• Kevin Klein
• Hannah Dugan
• Logan Dix
• Omeed Ghaffari

Business:

• Meeting called to order at 8:05 PM by president
• Ping pong table is going to have to be purchased
• Cassandra is now replacing Aiden in charge of the Ping pong table
• James moves to run the Super Smash Brothers tournament with only one-on-one games, check-in at 1:45 PM, and etc.
• James moves to spend $144 of our budget on pizza and other food for tournament
• James is going to find GameCubes
• Food will be done by Spencer
• Omeed and Kevin will do posters
• Bracket will be done by Spencer
• Make email list on listserv - add Cassandra ceggert@uoregon.edu
• Delta plus:
  • Show up to meetings
  • Lots of info
  • Print agenda ahead of time
• Efficient use of time

• Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM by president